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WELCOME TO THE SOS PROGRAM! 
We are excited to be working with you to grow your brand, build your platform, and 
drive more business to your website. This short report will help you to get the most 
from your investment in SOS. Total read time is about 10 minutes - value: priceless(!)


WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT (AND NOT EXPECT) 
SOS will not double your traffic overnight (only traffic fairies do that). You should start 
to see some slow traffic increases within two weeks. This is a long-term play and you 
should be seeing steady growth in website traffic every month. 

SOS is designed to give you confidence that you are always active on social media 
with intelligent, relevant, useful content, even when you can’t be.

SOS does not promote your special events. While SOS will do an awesome job of 
keeping you active on social sites and driving traffic to your site, it does not announce: 
book launches, webinars, public seminars. Unless these are loaded as blog posts, you 
will have to make those announcements.


SOS DOES NOT REPLACE YOU 
SOS is a social media syndication service, it does not replace you being active on 
social media. SOS will make your content more visible and will attract more traffic to 
your website but we recommend that you stay active on social media as well. Here are 
some suggestions:

• respond to new followers on Twitter

• add personal updates in Twitter (where are you, what are you doing, who are you 

with?)

• stay active in Facebook by adding personal updates and responding

• accept new connections in LinkedIn and thank them

• participate in FB and LinkedIn groups

• read and comment on blogs 

• solicit opportunities to write guest blogs on reputable sites

• solicit and secure interviews on related podcasts

• post announcements for special events and campaigns (book launch, webinar, 

public seminar, etc.)
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BLOG FREQUENCY 
You should be posting a new blog at least twice a month, four times is better. In some 
cases,  popular blog sites post even more frequently than that. While there is no rule on 
this, the idea is to keep providing valuable content that your followers want to come 
back for.

Similarly, there is no hard and fast rule about blog length, but many successful blogs 
are between 500-1,200 words.


BLOG IMAGES 
People love pictures. We highly recommend that you get into a habit of using at least 
one attractive, unique, and relevant image for each blog. This will add a bit of time to 
your posting, but be well worth it. 

• Here is a good article on how to add images http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/

19-ways-to-use-images-to-enchance-your-blog/

• We recommend you create a free account at www.flickr.com and download images 

from creative commons>commercial use. 

• We have also had good success with http://www.dollarphotoclub.com/ This is a pay-

as-you-go site with 25 million photos all for $1

• Do not use images from Google images, it is very possible the image 

you choose is protected.

• Creating a mini poster for your blog post has become popular. This 

takes a bit more time, but is great for reposting in Pinterest and 
Facebook. We use both www.picmonkey.com and www.canva.com

!
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BLOG CONTENT 
Writing blogs frequently is fun, at first, and, after that, simply work. A system for 
creating your blog is going to reduce your work. Here are some tips on how generate 
ideas, create, and post your blog:

1. Create a list of past posts and new post ideas. Do this first. 

Create a list of the date and title of all your past blogs (this is a 
great task to outsource to your VA). You can use Excel, Google 
Docs Spreadsheet, or Evernote. Add to this a running list of 
random ideas for future blogs. Keep this list up to date. It will help 
keep you on track with blog topic themes and opportunities to 
create internal links (good for SEO) from one blog to another.


2. Collect facts and ideas. Always be collecting ideas about future 
blog topics. When you are walking your dog (we recommend you 
get a dog), out for a run (yup, recommend that too), or in a 
conversation, make a note when you get a new idea for a blog. They don’t have to 
be perfect and they don’t have to be used, but the more ideas you have the more 
opportunities you have to find the topic that will work. Evernote is a great way to 
capture ideas. Here’s a great article on how to find blog ideas: 
www.socialmediaexaminer.com/finding-blog-post-ideas


3. Listen to what people ask for. Your clients are always giving you clues about what 
they need. Once you start to see a trend with their questions, you have the start of 
a blog. As you get questions, record them.


4. Test ideas before writing. People are searching for solutions. Once you have an 
idea for a blog, type the title into Google and see what suggested search is 
provided (this is what Google enters in the search bar as you type). Also, look at 
what other bloggers have written. Your solutions don’t have to be completely 
original, but they should have your unique spin on them. Here’s a great article on 
how to do this www.socialmediaexaminer.com/finding-blog-post-ideas


5. Set a time limit for writing. You can spend one hour, or two days working on a 
blog. Less time is better. A reasonable limit for idea generation, research, and 
writing a draft blog is two hours. Pick one time of day for all your writing when you 
are least distracted and most able to think clearly. And set a time limit. Consistency 
is always more important than perfection. 


6. Have a deadline for editing and posting. Just as with writing your draft content, 
editing can either be efficient and quick, or take forever. Go for efficient and quick. 
The occasional spelling mistake, or weak sentence can be easily fixed later. Your 
goal should be to post valuable, relevant content on a consistent basis.
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USING KEYWORDS 
Google uses keywords to find content, so do other web browsers. If you are not 
familiar with keywords, here is an article explaining how 
they work www.knowledge.hubspot.com/keyword-user-
guide/understanding-keywords

A simple way to get ideas for keywords is to type your idea 
or headline into Google search and see what the suggested 
topic is (that’s the text that is automatically added to what 
you type). Those suggestions are coming from the most 
popular searches on the web.

Most people use the free Google adwords keyword tool 
to find keywords that are a match for their content and 
have the right traffic numbers. This extra step only takes a few minutes and can be 
quite revealing. This video explains how to use it www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JlYqQMikojA
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WEEKLY REPORTS 
You should start to receive a report every Friday from your Google Analytics account (it 
may take us a few days to get this set up). At first, your 
report might not make any sense and seem pretty 
confusing. But hang in there - it is really worth your time 
to understand some of the basic numbers to watch.

Here are some numbers to watch:

1. Bounce rate. 100% bounce rate means everyone who 

came to your site only visited the one page they 
landed on (like the blog post they were linked to). 
That’s not good. You want visitors to explore your 
content, opt-in to your list, and learn more from you 
so you are the preferred authority. A bounce rate of 
40-50% is ideal. Here’s a great article about reducing 
your Bounce Rate www.mashable.com/2013/11/22/bounce-rate-metrics


2. Sessions versus users versus new users. Sessions is the number of visits to your 
site this month (or whatever time frame is set), users count is the unique visitors 
that came to your site in the time period (session #’s can be higher because some 
people visit the site more than once). New users have never been to your site 
before. And Page Views is the number of pages that were visited.


3. Goals. If we can we will create a goal of visitors reaching your “success” opt in 
page. This is the unique web page that appears after the visitor has entered their 
name and email to subscribe to your list. One of your main objectives should be to 
track what content generated the most goal completions. For example you might 
see that you have one blog post that gets lots of goal completions. We can 
promote the post AND you should create more content like that post.


4. Most popular posts. This is gold. Every week you will be able to see what traffic 
your top blog posts are getting. You want to watch this and duplicate this kind of 
content. If you peeps love analysis, self confession, humour, case studies, or 
recipes - give them more!


!
Your business should be a work in progress. And so is this report. We will add to it as 
we find more useful content to help you on your way to building a profitable social 
platform.
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